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APPLICATION AND UTIUZATION OF
AUDIO VISUAL MATERIALS IN THE NINTH GRADE

GENERAL SHOP PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
All too frequently we who are in Industrial Arts tend to lose sight
of our goals or objectives, which may result in our placing the emphasis
upon the completed :iroject or on the drill work designed to perfect the
skills, rather than upon the subject matter and tool processes as it
should be. Projects become the end product rather than a means to the
end.
There are a score of reasons for this. Probably, one that occurs
frequently is the problem of increased class size. With school

po~a

tions increasing by leaps and bounds, teachers the nation over are
faced with this problem.
In the Industrial Arts laboratories, this problem has many facets.

Since the shops seldan increase proportionately in size with this
increased student enrollment, each student has less work area and less
time per tool. This means that in spite of the fact that the same
amount of time is spent in the shop, the student has less actual working
time. Many teachers have dl.scontinued classroom discussion of subject
matter and related information as a result of this because it is harder
to communicate with the larger class, and the extra time is needed in
order to reach each individual student for individual instruction.
Communication is certainly one of the most important aspects of
teaching. The classroan teacher must be able to communicate his or

her thoughts and ideas to the individual student.

As an author must be

able to communicate his thoughts to the reader of his material or his
purpose is lost.

The shop or indu.strial arts teacher must be able to

communicate through the use of teaching aids, lectures, and demonstrations
his ideas and his knowledge to his student craftsmen or his presence is
not justified.
In this paper, the use of several of the more effective aids the

teacher may employ to increase the degree of this communication will be
outlined.

These aids or these media are

comma~

grouped under the

heading of audio-visual aids to teaching. There are a great

many o£

these aids that are suitable and effective for industrial education
use.

So effective, in fact, that all branches of the armed forces were

able to cut the reqti.ired time for training recruits to a fraction of
its original amount through the use of these aids at the beginning of
World War

rr. 1

Since that time the use of these materials has received

wide and high accla.i:m by educators the country over.

It would seem,

therefore, that the educators in industrial arts would have been among
the first to utilize these ideas.

However, according to Elliott in his

stuey of audio-visual materials used in secondary education in the state
of Illinois, only 2% of the responding instructors indicated that they
used twenty-five to twenty-nine of the listed materiaJ.s. 2 The reason
that :many of these people do not use audio-visual aids in their teaching
is simply that they do not know where to obtain the various materials
and are not familiar w.i th the materials that correspond to their areas

1. Weaver and Ballinger, Visual Aids (New York:
Inc., 1949), P• 2
2.

P. Van Nostrand Co.,

Elliott, Charles Arthur, "Audio-Visual Materials Used in Industrial
Education in the Secondary Schools of Illinois" (unpublished
doctorate dissertation, University of Missouri, 19.53) P• 31

of work.
It is the purpose of this paper to review some of the more cormnon
audio-visua1 materia1s as to type, source, and use which shOllld help in
making communication easier, quicker, and far more effective.

PART I
COMMON AUDIO-v'ISUAL MATERIALS AND THEm USE

One might well ask what are audio-visual aids and how do these
materials directly aid the classroom teacher? Audio-visual aids include
everything from direct purposeful experiences to the abstract verbal
symbols.

As

you might well see, this grouping includes all aids to

classroom teaching. They include everything £rom the pictures on the
bulletin board to the advanced level .fieldtrips and have an application
in almost every cuITiculum.

Industry has recognized the val.ue of these aids, as shown by the
large sums of money spent in producing them.

For example 1 a well lmown

manufacturer of welding equipnent produced a film covering the necessary
fundamentals of arc welding. These fundamentals were beautifully portreyed through the use of animated drawings and special photographic
equipnent. The film is a very usable one for classroom teachers and it
cost the producer approximate]¥

$55,ooo.

The use of this film enables

the welding instructor to add continuity to his instruction as well as
illustrate a number of items that would otherwise have been difficult
for him to put across.
MOTION PICTURES
Actually the thing we call a motion picture is not a motion picture
in the truest sense; it is not a picture of motion, that is.

The principle

of the motion picture as we lmow it has been the rapid projection of
separate still pictures onto a reflecting surface. The standard rate is

24 frames per second for sound film and 16 frames per second for silent
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.film.

This is simply to say that there are 24 separate distinct pictures

projected onto the screen eveI"J second.

The result is a smooth continuity

of series placed so close together that the eye travels from one to the
next without noticing the break or the change.

An ordinary motion picture

reel (400 ft.), consequently, is made up of a series o.f sorr,e 20,000
separate frames, projected onto the screen over a period of ten to twelve
minutes.
There are three different types of motion picture films available to
schools today.

35mm.,
is

They are catalogued according to size, and the sizes are

16nnn., and

co~Jnonly

Bmm. The 35mm. size, being the oldest of the three,

classed as commercial film and is the size used by Hollywood

producers and most commercial motion picture producers. Many of our films
today were produced first

on 35mm.

~d

la.ter transposed to 16mm.

Brnm.

is the size commonly used by amateur photographers when shooting footage
for home movies.

16nun. is the size conunonly used by schools, churches,

and other educational institutions, including the training programs in

many of the larger industries. To understand their usefulness one should
first understand how they are made.
movies.

In the first part these are not

They are educational films produced by concerns which specialize

in the production of educational films under and with the consultation of

some leader in tho given field of education in order to solve a problem
of instruction within this particular field.

They are not produced

unless a genuine problem exists and many hours of careful study and preparation are put in before the first shutter closes.
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FIU1STRIPS AND SLIDEFIU!S

Filmstrips and

slidefiL~s,

to a number of authorities, are considered

to be the most effective of the teaching devises offered by audio-visual
instructors.

The reason being the fact that any individual frame or

picture can be projected on the screen for any desired length of time.
The students and instructor can then discuss the contents as exhaustively
as they may desire.
A filmstrip is a strip of

35mm.

fi11!1 consisting of several

fr.u~es

of pictures which are arranged in sequence and usually contain explanatory
titles.

They may also be synchronized with a disk or tape recording

which will furnish the commentary for the strip.

In this case, a faint

bell-like sound on the recording indicates when the next frame is to be
shown.

There is an exceptionally large and wide variety of available

filmstrips.

Many magazine publishers, motion picture producers, newspaper

editors, and educational concerns produce filmstrips on almost every
conceivable subject.

A filmstrip, in this respect, is quite easily and

inexpensively prepared and the arrangement of explanatory titles is a very
simple process.
Filmstrips can be purchased :for classroom use at a price ranging
from $1.50 to $10.

Occassionally when they are of a "special" nature th0"1J

may cost a bit more than this but this very seldom happens.
With respect to the teaching slides, some say that the use of a
single slide can vitalize an entire teaching session.

They mean to infer

that one slide can make a topic or lesson or the discussion of this topic
or lesson remain vividly in the memories of the students.

This is pro-

Page
bab:cy one of the main reasons for the success of teaching slides.

Slides

differ from filmstrips only in that each frame is a separate unit and is
bound in a simple cardboard border. Most projectors a.re sold to handle
both filmstrips and slides. Also available at a slight extra cost are
slide magazines.

These magazines are designed to handle from twenty to

fifty separate slides and they are clamped onto the projector by means
of a modification of the slide carrier. Before use, with a magazine of
this nature, the teacher may arrange the slides in the sequence he desires
to show them, and outline his conunentary before the class begins. In this
wa:;r, the student benefits from carefully selected slides. The only disadvantage is that he must advance numerically from start to finish. 1

1. McKown and Roberts, Audio Visual Aids to Instruction, (New York and
London: McGraw-Hill Book Co;;-'InC.-, 1940) PP• 124 - lh4.
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OPAQUE AND OVERHEAD IBOJECTORS
In nzy- opinion the most versatile pieces of equipnent in the audio-

visual programs are the opaque and overhead projectors. The possibilities
of utilization of these machines are limited only by the imagination of
the teacher. These machines could very well be invaluable to the
industrial arts man, but few are ever used in the industrial arts program.
The opaque projector is designed to project nontransparent objects
such as posters, charts, textbook pages, pictures, blueprints, and mmv
other similar items. With only a minimum. amollllt of preparation the shop
man can illustrate mar:w processes or situations he might otherwise have to
describe verbally.

The one major weakness of the machine is that it

requires a much darker room than film projectors. 2
The overhead projector is equally versatile, and it projects larger
transparencies.

These transparencies are made by one of several processes,

all equal.ly good.

The two most commonly used process is, first, the

Baseler Vu-Ivte Printing Process which uses a light sensitive material
and an anonia developing process. Through the use of this entire procedure,
a transparency can be produced from start to finish in about three to
four minutes.

This printer Will develop arr:r size up to

&! x

11. The

second process is nmch quicker and less expensive, though not quite as
effective. The ini'onnation is drawn, sketched, or written directly
onto a transparent material with special pencils by the teacher. These
pencils are so designed that the heat factor presents no problem.
This projector is especiaJJ.y useful in illustrating step-by-step

2. Haas and Parker, Preparation~ Use of Audio Visual~' (New
York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955); PP• 15 - Bo.
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processes with the an.ployment of colored overla;.rs. An example of the
utilization of the overhead projector and these colored overlays is
instruction in the lectrical phase of the general shop program.
The problem involved in this particular case is instruction for
drawing wiring diagrams.

The first transparency shown would be that of

the rough outline showing all parts to be wired.

The first colored

overlay 1 then, would contain the wires or lines the teacher thought
should be the first "tied in".
Sequencial overlays would cover subsequent steps until, at the
completion, the entire job would be projected onto the screen, each
step illustrated in a different color. I have seen this demonstrated
and it is extremely effective. The demonstration w.as one of drawing
wiring diagrams for 10 volt signal wiring. The problem - a four apartment call-light system. The first transparency contained all switches
and all light receptacles, as well as source and ground. The first
overl8'3' contained all hot wires going to the switches. When this overlay
was projected onto the screen the instructor described the process of
tieing in these particular lines and

mv they

should be tied in first.

At the completion of his discussion, a second overlay was dropped into
place which contained in a different color the switch-leg lines going
from the various switches to the corresponding light receptacles. Again,

instruction followed by a third overl8'3' again in a different color
depicting the final operation - gounding the entire system.
This instructor prepared his overl8l}Ts, his diagrams and his
discussion of the problem in probably as little time as the average
instructor would take to prepare a lecture unit for the same particular
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POSTERS, PICTURES, AND BULLETIN BOARD MATERIALS
Probably the most misused of the audio-Visual aids in the
Industrial Arts field are the bulletin board materials. Jn instructor
would receive a poster he thought good, and regardless of its subject
area would tack it to the bulletin board and leave it there until it
becomes either too tattered or too dirty to remain, then remove it and
discard it.

Our bulletin board becomes cluttered with month old

announcements, decimal equivalent charts that are dirty, greasy and
should be discarded, or safety charts and similar materials that have
long since served their usefulness. This happens all too frequent:Qr,
and it is very poor use of exceptionally fine material.

If this

material were correlated with the teaching areas of subject matter
and related information it would give the student the benefit of
carei"u.lly prepared units of material otherwise not covered or illustrated.
This could easi:Qr be done if' the instructor were to take all the posters,
charts and other bulletin board material available and sort them into
their respective subject areas, then every week when a new subject was
introduced the instructor could tack onto the bulletin board the
material he had available for that particular lesson. A.t'ter the
classroom discussion the student would then be free to move to the
bulletin board and observe graphic illustrations of the topics and
lesson covered by the instructor's lecture and general discussion.
There is a definite technique

gene~

accepted by authorities

in the audio-visual field which should be employed in the utilization
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of this material.

It is believed that if' this teclmique is not followed

closely very little is gained by the projection or the use of this material
and a lot of' time is lost.
This technique is:
A.

Introduce the material by telling what is to be shown
and wlzy" it is being used.

B.

Explain the topics or material the aid is to cover and
what the students should be careful to observe or see.

c.

Project the material.

D. Carefully review the points or topics covered.
E. Test over the material covered if the teacher desires.
Future Developnents
In the near future we will see many developnents in the audiovisual field.

Bell Telephone is now working on a system which will

enable the classroan. teacher to project any known educational film
at the p:-ecise moment which he or she desires to use this material.
Every classroom teacher will have a catalogue within which evecy film

will have a dial munber.

She will s :illlply look up the material she

decides to use, dial the rnunber, and in a matter of a few seconds the
material. will

be

projected onto

a

screen at the front of the classroom.

This will be done, of course, through the use of coaxial cables and
educational television receivers.
On the subject of educational TV, tremendous advances are being made

at such experimental towns as Haagerstown, Maryland, Evanston, Illinois
and several. other places where trial. installations are being tested.

Great strides are being taken to solve the problems and make equipnent
and materials of this type available to every school system.

8
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There is also a certain amount of work being done toward the
production of 11 canned11 presentations of lessons.

This is to be a half

hour unit given by some great or outstanding authority within a certain
field, of the more difficult problems for classroom teachers within that
field.

It would probably be in the f onn of a film.

Along this line,

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films have produced over 200 such canned
presentations covering a high school course in physics.

To do this

they hired a high school physics teacher in a large suburban high school
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He merely taught his course of physics in
front of their motion picture cameras.

They in turn produced this series.

This sort of thing is not expected to receive high and wide acceptance,
but to some of the smaller schools it might be quite a boon.
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SUGGESTIONS AND REC001ENDATIONS

There are maizy" suggestions an audio-"V"1.sual man would make to
teachers concerning the use of these materials.

Suggestions regarding

application, utilization, and selection of material best applied to a
given situation. However, the first recommendation he WO\lld make is
not to use audio-visual materials at all if the teacher is not able
to devote the time required for their preparation.

The use of this

material without adequate }reparation wO\lld do little except waste the
time of both student and instructor.

Below are listed several recamnenda-

tions for industrial arts teachers in the use of audio-visual materials.
They are suggestions made by authorities in the audio-visual field, and
suggestions I have developed thrO\lgh experience in both fields.
First, employ as much as possibly your mm teacher-made materials.
Commercially made materials are produced so that they w.tll apply to
several specific areas of work.

They must be produced in this manner

in order that the producer may profit from his production.

The result

of this is that we get a visualization of our problem in a number of
related materials that may not apply to our particular course of stuczy-.
The teacher-made materials do not have this characteristic, since they
illustrate only the problem to be covered.
Second, the teacher should carefully preview all sp:>nsored material
before using it in a classroom situation.

By

sponsored material we

mean films 1 filmstrips or any other audio-vi..sual material produced by
an industrial or cons'llll'ler supply organization for free distribution to
schools or other educational institutions.

This material is produced
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as a part of an advertising scheme and its primary function is not
education but rather to sell a given product.

The advertisement in this

material is sometimes quite clever:q camouflaged and at other times no
attempt what-uo-ever is ma.de to disguise it. A teacher certa.Utcy- would
not use textbooks whose cover page, back page and center fold were all
glossy,

hi~

colored ads of some sort, so why should they use audio-

visual materials of this type.

Granted, some of this material is very

good and ver.r usable in a classroom situation. However, it should be
carefully previewed and its educational value weighed against its
advertising campaign to see just how valuable it will be. These sponsored
materials are not to be confused with the instructional material also
produced by many of the same organizations for their own in-service
training program. This instructional material has definite educational.
value, very little advertisement, and in the case of technical. type
films, is

extrem~

valuable to the industrial arts people.

Third, whenever it is at all possible in respect to time, the
teacher should follow one type of instructional material with another
type of instructional material covering the same unit. An example ot
this would be:

Follow a film with a correlated filmstrip.

the amount of recall on the part of the student
o~

This increases

'bremendou~.

It not

serves as a review, but also to tiniicy" :IJllplant facts already gained.

Follow-up material of this type could be in the form of filmstrips, slides,
posters, posted pictures or projected pictures, flip charts with discussion, or in some few cases the flannelboard with appropriate discussion.
Many

educational film. producers will produce these correlated follow-up
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materiaJ.s with ever.y- film they produce, and they mey be rented or
purchased at the same time the film is used.
Fourth, and finally, do not come to rely on these materials as a
crutch.

They were designed to serve as an aid to classroom teachers

and should be used in no other capacity.

we should all use in their application.

There is a specific procedure
This procedure, as outlined

previously, very rarely should be deviated fran..

The teacher who uses

audio-visual materials in the prescribed manner will gain a lot by
!mowing he has done a good job better.

The students also gain in that

instruction is better, communication is better and material is easier
to understand.

PART II
EXISTING MATERIALS
(No Descriptions)
The following lists contain the material. recommended for possible
usage in the ninth grade general shop program. The criteria for their
selection was the age or maturity level of the student and the teaching
level of a ninth grade Industrial Arts program. These films will show
ve:ry little machine work since the course is generally thought of as
an introductory or hand tool course. The materials are not high:cy

technical in nature, but they do illustrate basic principles.
MECHANICAL DRAWING
DESIGNED FOR LIVING - Can. NFB, 1956, 11 minutes
PICTORIAL SKETCHING - McGraw-Hill, 1954, 11 minutes
SIMPLE DEVELOFMENTS • McGraw-Hill, 1954, ll minutes
PROFIT THROUGH INllJSTRIA.L DESIGN - Methods Engineering Council, 1953, 17 min.
DRAWING FOR BF.GINNmS (4 Parts) - Young America, 1949, 11 minutes each
DRAWING WITH A PENCIL - Encyclopedia Britannica Filllls 1 1947, 10 minutes
PERSPECTIVE DRAWING - California University, 19511 8 minutes
INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEmING DRAWING • McGraw-Hill, 1947, lO minutes
AUXILIARY VIEWS - PART II - McGraw-Hill! 1947, 20 minutes
BEHIND THE SHOP DRAWING - Jam Handy, 1942, 17 minutes
m.A.FTING TIPS - Pennsylvania State College, 1943, 28 minutes
THE DRAFTSMAN - Mahnke, 1942, ll minutes
DRAWINGS AND THE SHOP - McGraw-Hill, 1947, 15 minutes
INTRODUCTION TO MECHANICAL DRAWING - Cocking, 1932(Revised 1940), 20 min.
LANGUAGE OF DRAWING - McGraw-Hill, 1947, 10 minutes
ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION - McGraw-Hill, 1947, 17 minutes
PRACTICAL I.ETTER.ING - Cocking, 1942, 25 minutes
PRINCIPLES OF SCALE DRAWING - Coronet, 1949, 10 minutes
READING A 3 VIEW DRAWING - United World Government, 1945, 10 minutes
SECTIONS - McGraw-Hill, 1947, lO minutes
SELECTION OF DIMFNSIONS - McGraw-Hill, 1947, 20 minutes
SHAPE DESCRIPI'ION (2 PARTS) - McGraw-Hill, 1947, 11 minutes each
SHOP HlOCEDURES - McGraw-Hill, 1947, 17 minutes
SIZE DESCRIPI'ION - McGraw-Hill, 1947, 16 minutes
VISUALIZING AN OBJECT - United World, 1945, 9 minutes
BY DESIGN - Knaus, 1945, 10 minutes
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, - Knaus, 1945, 10 minutes
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In this particular sequence of listed materiaJ. 1 only McGraw-Hill
films have correlated filmstrips.

With respect to aids other than films

and i'ilmstrips for the particular area of mechanical drawing 1 the only
outstanding aids existing are a series of very well made charts.

One of

these charts by Dietzgen, another by the Dixon fyconderago pencil manufacturi.ng people and a series by Post Drafting Instruments and K and E

Drafting Instruments.

These charts illustrate line weights, the

alphabet of lines 1 pencil sharpening for drafting students and a nwnber
of well made, well illustrated topics for teachers of mechanical drawing.
WOODWORKING
THE CARPENTER - Hutchison, 1951, 52 minutes
DOORWAY TO HAPPINESS - Fir Door Institute, 1942 1 30 minutes
THE WOOIMORKER - Malmke, 1940, 11 minutes
ART OF BRUSHMAKING (2 PARTS) • Rubico, 1946, 45 minutes total length
WONDERS IN WOOD - Almanac FDm.s, 1952, 10 minutes
DRILLING IN WOOD, METAL AND PLASTICS - United World, 1942, 23 minutes
PRIDE IN WORKMANSHIP - Ford Motor Company 1 19 51, 20 minutes
FRCM TREES TO LUMBER ... The American Forest, 1953, 14 minutes
MAHOGANY - WOOD OF AGES - Ideal Pictures, 1948, 40 minutes
PLYWOOD - MIRA.CLE IN WOOD - Association Films, 1950, 35 minutes
THE STORY OF PLYWOOD - Bailey Films, 1948, 10 minutes
THE HAND PLANE - Tomkins Films, 1947, 14 minutes
HAND SAWING - Jam Handy, 1949 1 25 minutes
INOOSTRIAL ARTS: MEASURING AND SQUARING
CHISELS AND GOUGES
HAND SAWS

USING SCREWS AND NAILS
BORING AND DRILLING
PLANES

WOOD FINISHING

A series of .films concerning Industrial Arts woodworking, each film
averages 12 to 15 minutes in length, the series was produced in
1953 by Young America Films.
FIIMSTRIPS

SAFETY IN THE WOODSHOP - Copyright in 1951 by United States Steel.
A list of titles was not available at this time on a series pro-
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duced by Stanley Tools covering woodworking tools and operations. This
series of filmstrips is designed for the short lesson

t~

of instruction

and contain only a few frames covering the high points of their own
given topics. The ones I have seen are very good, but exceptional.1¥
brief. They should be advertised in Stanley Literature in the near
future.
OTHER AIDS AVAILABLE

From Diston Brothers Saw Manufacturers, a complete set of bulletin

board posters covering hand sawing and its many aspects. These posters
are not in color, but are very descriptive in their presentation of
materials.
From Stanley Tools a complete series of safety posters encouraging
safe practices in shop work, and several series of the various hand
tools, their care, maintenance and operation. These were produced under
the authority of the Educational Division of Stanley Tools, Incorporated,
and are ver:r good materials. They may either be projected from an
opaque projector, posted on the bulletin board or used in any other
manner to suit the specific needs of the teacher.
Fram the Southern Hardwood Association a large poster in full
color illustrating the various types of finish that can effective'.q
be applied to these hard woods.
METAL WORKING

A rather extensive list has been prepared for hand metal working
operations.

It also includes a number of films slanted toward the

15
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metallurgical aspects of metal working.
ABC OF HAND TOOLS - General Motors, 1943, 40 minutes, 2 parts
DECORATIVE METAL WORK - Brandon Films, 1940, 10 minutes
ROMANCE OF SILVER DESIGN - Association Films, 1952, 27 minutes
METALCRAFT - EBF, 1939, 11 minutes
HOW TO FORM ALUMINUM (5PARTS) - USBM, 1944, 17 minutes each
{o~ Part Four applies to general shop)
ADD POWER TO YOUR HANDS - Mohawk Productions, 1951, 10 minutes
DRAMA OF STEEL - USBM, 1946, 30 minutes
IRON AND STEEL - Edited Pictures, 1939, 9 minutes
MINING AND SMELTING COPPER - EBF, 1930, 15 minutes
THE STORY OF COPPER - USBM, 19511 33 minutes
TIN - EBF, 1930, 15 minutes
TINPLATE - USBM, 1949, 27 minutes
ALUMINUM - EBF, 1941, 15 minutes
HAND SOLDERING - United World, 1944, 20 minutes
SHEETMETAL WORKER - Mahnke, 1942, 11 minutes
MAKING AND SHAPING STEEL (7 PARTS) - U.S. Steel, 1946, 10 to 15 minutes each
CHISELS - Planb Tools, 1943, 10 minutes
METAL SPINNING - THE USE OF CHUCKS - Part of a series produced at the
Dallas, Texas Public Schools, 1955, 10 minutes
PLIERS - THEIR USE AND CARE - Crouse Productions, 1952, 10 minutes
GRINDING WHEELS - USE AND CARE - Norton Abrasives, 1949, 20 minutes
GRIMDING WHEEL SAFETY - Norton Abrasives, 1950, 20 minutes
SPINNING - Alcoa, 1948, 18 minutes
HAMMERS - Plomb Tools, 1943, 10 minutes
GRITS THAT GRIND - Norton Abrasives, 1947, 23 minutes
METALLURGY PLUS - Modern Talking Pictures, 1952, 15 minutes
STEEL FRONTIERS - Modern Talking Pictures, 1942, 28 minutes
PRECISELY SO - General Motors, 1955, 15 minutes
TOOLS AND RUIBS FOR FRECISION MEASURING - L. S. Starrett, 1949, 28 minutes
METAL WORKING SERIES - SVE, 1951
Four filmstrips entitled LAYOUTS, CUTTING, FILING, and DRILLI?«l
BEATING OOWN METAL: RAISING AND SURFACE DECORATIONS: and JOINTING
AND FINISHING ART METAL
OTHER AIDS AVilLABLE

Other aids available in the metal working field a.re posters,
pictures, and charts which are pt'oduced by almost every compaey that
manufactures metal working tools and equipnent.
to the classroom teacher for the asking.

They

are usual]Jr tree
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ELECTRICITY
The instructional material devoted to this particu1ar area is

frequently far too advanced for the students to understand them.

The

materials selected are those that cover the basic elements of electricity
and related information to electricity.
CURRENT FLOW, WHAT IS IT • u.s. Navy, 19541 4 minutes
ELECTRON THEORY• u.s. Navy, 1954, 5 minutes
ELEC'l'R{)-llol.AGNETS - U.S. Navy, 1954, 3 minutes
HOW MAGNETS PRODUCE ELECTRICITY - u.s. Navy, 19541 4 minutes
WHAT CAUSF.5 CURRENT FLC1tl1 EMF - U.S. Navy, 1954, 3 minutes
CABLE SURFACE WntING - United World, 1944, 17 minutes
FREEDOM AND PCMER - General Electric, 1953, 30 minutes
SERIES AND PARALLEL CIRCUITS - United World, 1945, 8 minutes
VOLTAIC CELL, m.Y CELL AND STORAGE BATTERY - United World, 1943, 18 min.
BLUEPRINT FOR POWER - National Electrical Manufacturers Assoc., 1955,
21 minutes
LEARNING ABOUT ELECTRICAL CURRENT - Encyclopedia Britannica Films,
1955, 8 minutes
STORY OF LIGHT - General Electric, 1954, 10 minutes
THE ELECTRICIAN• Mahnke, 1942 1 11 minutes
ELECTRICAL CmCUIT FAULTS - United World, 1946, 19 minutes
ELECTRODYNAMICS - Encyclopedia Britannica Films, 1946, 11 minutes
ELECTRO-MAGNETS - Young America, 1939 1 11 minutes
THE ELECTRON - United States Office of Education, 1944, 20 minutes
ELECTRONS• Encyclopedia Britannica Fil.Ila, 1948, 11 minutes
ELDIENTARY ELECTRICITY (AMPHERES, VOLTS, AND OHMS) - United World,
1944, 8 minutes
EI»1ENTARY ELECTRICITY (CURRENT AND EL:OOTROMOTIVE FORCE) - United World,
1944, 10 minutes
ELEMENrS OF ELECTRICAL CffiCUITS - Encyclopedia Britannica FilJlls,
·
1950, 11 minutes
ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICITY - United World, 1944, 22 minutes
ELECTRIC WIRING WITH ALUMINUM - Alcoa, 1952, 14 minutes
PRD'.ARY CELL - Encyclopedia Britannica, 1939, 10 minutes

FIIMSTRIPS
WIRING, HFATING, LIGHTING AND COMMUNICATION• SVE, 1948, h4 frames
MAGNETS AND CntCUITS - SVE, 1948 1 38 frames
A

basic series in electricity has been produced by Jam Handy on

the Starrett series in metal work in that each filmstrip is designed
for the short type of instruction.
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OTHER AIDS AVAILABLE

From General Electric a large full-color poster depicting the
evolution of the lightbulb, and the various types of lightbu.lbs in
use today.
From

Busse Fuses a large poster in full-color illustrating the

various types and sizes of fuses for usage todq.
There are several posters and charts available within the field of
electricity depicting wire size and type, solderless connector, splices,
joints and many other aspects of practical electricity.

PART III

LIST OF ffiEv.rEWED MATERIALS WITH DF.sCRIFTIONS
The following is a list of material previewed by the author in an

attempt to ascertain whether they are or are not suitable for use with an
introductory handtool course such as we present on a ninth grade level.
They are catagorized under their appropriate subject headings.

Included

with the description of these films, filmstrips and other materials is
a personal opinion concerning their effectiveness.
GENERAL
SAFE USE OF TOOLS

-

Coronet Films, 7 minutes, 1946. illustrates the
proper use of various handtools such as hammers,,
knives, hand saws and scissors.
Comment: Not recommended. Slanted more toward
the elementary level.

PRIDE IN WORKMANSHIP -

~ord Motor Co., 25 minutes, 1949. Presents the
winner in the wood division of the Industrial
Arts award program of the Ford Motor Co. Shows
some excellent shots of the projects sul:mitted
to this contest. Illustrates the step by step
process from start to finish in the construction
of the winning project - a walnut breakfront.

Comment: Recommended. Very good as an introduction to Industrial Arts studies.
MECHANICAL IR.AWING t
Drafting Tips

-

University of Pennsylvania, 22 minutes, 1948.
The film covers layout, tracing and general
drafting procedure. F.mphasizes such points
as cleanliness and neatness. Could well be
used within a beginning drawing course.
Comment: Recommended.

SIZE DESCRIPI'ION

-

McGraw-Hill, 15 minutes, 1947. The correct methods
of dimensioning, how to use certain symbols and
how to draw dimension and extension lines are
adequately depicted in this film.
Comment: Recommended.
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LANGUAGE OF DRAWING

-

McGraw-Hill,
the value of
in drafting.
in a drawing
Comment:

FRINCIPLES OF SCALE
IRAWING

-

10 minutes, 1947. Illustrates

standard symbols and techniques
Good only as an introduction
class.

Recommended, with restriction.

Coronet Films, 10 minutes, 1949. Explains in
simple terms why a scale drawing is needed to
do a job of any nature and then describes the
manner in which the scale is established and
the drawing made. Not effective over eighth
grade.
Conment: Not recommended.
the elementary level.

DRAWINGS AND THE SHOP

-

McGraw-Hill, 18 minutes, 1947. Depicts in very
appropriate shots the use of blueprints in the
pattern shop, the foundry, the machine shop
and on the assembly line. Emphasizes accuracy
and neatness in the drawing room.
Comment:

ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION -

-

Handy, 15 minutes, 1947. An out-of-date
production that still has much good information
in it. It offers a very good explanation of
orthographic projection procedures.

-

-

Reconunended.

McGraw-Hill, 20 minutes total, 1947. Illustrates
auxiliary views and basic application. Goes
on to introduce double auxiliaries and treats
the whole subject with quite sane detail.
Ccmment:

VISUALIZING AN OBJECT

Not recommended.

McGraw-Hill, 20 minutes total, 1947. Illustrates
the use of orthographic projection and how a
drawing of this type tells a workman all he
needs to know about the object to be built.
Comment:

AUXILIARY VIEWS
(2 Parts)

Recommended.

Jam

Comment:

SHAPE DESCRIPI'ION
(2 Parts)

Slanted toward

Not recomm.ended.

Too advanced.

United World, 9 minutes, 1945. A very basic
introduction film to orthograibic projection.
Comment:

Recommended, with restriction.
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READING A TiffiEE VIEW
DRAWING

- u.s.

Office of Education, 8 minutes, 1944.
Illustrates the method of Visualization of
an object drawn in orthographic projection.

Comment:
SECTIONS

-

HcGraw-Hil.l, 10 minutes, 1947. Describes
the process of sectioning and the methods of
choosing sections• Depicts methods of constructing small detailed sections, broken
out sections, revolved sections and larger
more complicated sections.
Comment:

SELECTION OF DIMENSIONS -

Not recommended.

Not recommended.

Too advanced.

McGraw-Hill, 18 minutes, 1947. A film for
advanced drawing classes where good information about detailed dimensioning is desirable.
This film deals with what to dimension and
what not to dimension on an advanced type
drawing.
Comment: Recommended, with restriction.
Advanced level material.

WOODWORKING

HAND PLANE

-

Tomkins Films, 14 minutes, 1947. Illustrates
the various types of hand planes telJing the
various uses of each using the jack plane to
show construction, nomenclature and use in
squaring stock.
Comment:

HAND SAWING

-

Not recommended.

25 minutes, 1949. Shows the action
of and proper use of cross cut, rip, coping,
hack and jewelers saws. Illustrates the
teeth and cutting action of each during sawing
operations. Some mention is given the
evolution of saws.
Jam Handy,

Comment: Highly recommended.
best of its type previewed.
MEASURING AND SQUA."tING -

One of the

Young .America, 10 minutes, 1953. Shows use
and care of measuring and squaring tools.
Illustrates the steps in squaring stock using
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hand plane and bench rule.
Comment:
WOOD FINISHING

- Young America, 15 minutes, 1955. Explains the
principles and procedures for finishing
furniture and other articles of wood. The
use of paints, stains, fillers, shellacs,
lacquers, varnish, rub on finishes and waxing.
COl!lllent :

PLANES

Recommended.

- Young America, 10 minutes, 1953. Depicts the
use and care of the various hand planes. It
outlines briefl¥ the use for which each plane
was intended and then spends a good amount of
time illustrating the use of jack and jointer
planes in squaring stock.
Comment:

BORING AND !RILLING

Recommended.

Recommended.

- Young America, 10 minutes, 1953. The use
and care of the various bits, drills, braces
and other boring and drilling tools is discussed in some detail.
Comment: Recommended:

USING SCREWS AND NAILS - Young America, 10 minutes, 1953. Shows the
function of the various types of screws and
nails common to the woodworking shop and how
they are used to best advantage.
Comment:
P..AND SAWS

- Young America, 10 minutes, 1953. Shows the
use and care of the various woodworking hand
saws and shows the basic types of saws, how
they cut, shape of teeth and how they are
sharpened.
Comment:

CHISEIS AND GOUGES

Recommended.

Recommended.

- Young America, 10 minutes, 1953. Illustrates
the nature, use and care of the various
chisels and gouges of the woodworking shop.
Comment: Recommended.
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SAFETY IN THE WOODSHOP -

United States Steel, 1951. A long filmstrip
of 140 frames containing several separate
lessons on safety in the shop with respect
to the various tools used. Each lesson is
a complete unit in itself and contains some
good inforrr.ation though the filmstrip is a
bit out-dated.
Comment:

Not recommended.

ELECTRICITY
MF.A.SURING ELECTRICITY

-

Coronet Films, 11 minutes, 1950. Explains
in terms easily understood the methods of
measuring electricity and explains volts,
watts and ohms. Almost a must for high
school classes in practical electricity.
Comment:

THE PRIMARY CELL

-

Encyclopedia Britannica Films, 10 minutes,
1939 • Shows the construction and function
of the primary cell and the manner in which
electrical current is produced from this cell.
Comment:

STORY OF LIGHT

-

Recommended.

Not recommended.

General Electric, 10 minutes, 1953. A short
animated film depicting the evolution of
light from burning twigs to modern flourescent
lights.
Comment: Not recommended. Slanted toward
the primary-elanentary level.

ELECTRIC WIRING WITH
ALUMINUM

-

Alcoa, 14 minutes, 1952. Shows the procedure
to follow in using aluminum conduits and
aluminum conductors in residental and industrial locations. Illustrates the best
methods of applying the best types of
connectors.
Comment: Recommended, with restriction.
An excellent film for more advanced classes.

ELECTRODYNAMICS

-

Encyclopedia Britannica Films, 11 minutes,

1946. Illustrates how magnetism is atfected
and the cause behind many electrical phenomena.
Co.'1lment:

Not recommended. More the physics

type film than industrial arts.
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LIGHTIN'.l
AND COMMUNICATION
-

WIRING, HEATING,

SVE1 44 frames. Based on the textbook,
Industrial. Arts Electricity;, by Lush and
Engle. Deals with the effective utilization
of electrical energy. Man;r wiring diagrams
such as simple circuits to the more complex
type circuits are included. Also shows
how to splice wire, tape a splice and how
electricity heats.
Comment:

~.AGNETS

AND CIRCUITS

-

Recommended.

SVE, 38 frames. This is a part of the SVE
series on exploring electricity. Deals
entirely with the explanation of electromagnets and their uses, functions, and
principles.
Comment: Recommended, with restriction.
Elementary level material.

J.ffiTALWORK
ABC OF HANDTOOLS

-

General Motors, 35 minutes, 1943. Animated
film showing proper use and care of hand
tools. Primitive Pete illustrates the incorrect, to his dismay, methods.
Comment: Highly recommended. Exceptionally
good and very effective.

TOOLS AND RULES FOR

PRECISION MEASURING

-

L. s. Starret Co., 28 minutes, 1949. The
proper methods to use in employing the micrometer, vernier calipers and rules, dial.
indicators and the scale rule. Explains
the method of reading these instruments in
very s:iJTlple terms,
Comment: Recommended. A very good film
on precision neasurement.

P3.ECISELY SO

-

General Motors, 19 minutes, 1955. Describes
the evolution from ancient to modern of the
precision measuring instruments. Deals with
production methods as well as individual
measuring.
Comment:
film.

Recommended.

Good as an introduction
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FORMING ALUMINUM t

SPINNING

-

Department of Mines, 18 minutes, 1948.
Illustrates the various methods of spinning
aluminum. Describes the types of aluminum
that are spun. Shows methods and procedures
used in hand spinning, semi-mechanical spinning and mechanical spinning.
Cement: Not recommended. Too advanced
for ninth grade level.

ADD POWER TO YOUR HANDS -

Krouse Productions, 10 minutes, 1952. A
short film showing the manui'acture of
pliers and some of their basic uses.
Comment:

STEEL FRONTIERS

-

Not recommended.

Republic Steel, 28 minutes, 1952. Illustrates
new steel making processes and processes
being tested. Shows good shots of steel
making in all phases.
Comment: Recommended with restriction.
Moderate'.cy- canmercial.

1'.ETALLURGY PLUS

-

Republic steel, 15 minutes, 1952. Depicts
the process of making stainless steel from
start to finish, scrap metal to finished
sheets and tubes, in color that is well done.
Comment: Recommended with restriction.
commercial.

Moderate~

GRITS THAT GRIND

-

Norton Company, 23 minutes, 1947. Shows
the manufacture of abrasive wheels from the
mine to finished product. Also shows the
method of production of other abrasive
materials.
Comment: Recommended with restriction.
Strict'.cy- commercial.

CHISELS

-

Plomb Tools, 10 minutes, 1943. Short film
produced for the Ar11fY showing the care and
use of various types of chisels common to
handwork in the metal shop.
Comment: Recommended.
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SPINNING

-

Alcoa, 18 minutes, 1948. Illustrates the
complete operation of spinning aluminum from
st.art to finished produce by the three common
methods - manual, semi-mechanical and
mechanical.
Comment:

GRINDING WHEEL SAFETY

-

Recommended.

Norton Abrasives, 10 minutes, 1950. Shows the
proper care and handling of grinding wheels
to achieve the maximum safety in use. Several
test checks are shown and improper handling
and results of these practices.
Comment: Recommended with restriction.
Slightly commercial.

GRINDING WHEEIS:
USE AND CARE

THEIB

-

Norton Abrasives, 10 minutes, 1949.
Illustrates the steps taken in manufacturing
grinding wheels from crushing abrasives to
speed testing a wheel. Shows how not to
treat these wheels when not in use.
Ccr.nnent: Recommended with restriction.
Strictly commercial.

PT.....IERS: THEIR USE AND CARE- Krause Productions, 15 minutes, 1952. A
short film. showing the proper, and improper

use of the various kinds of pliers.
Comnent:
METAL SPINNING:

USE OF CHUCKS

-

.Almanac Films, 10 minutes, 1955. Produced as
part of a series at the Dallas, Texas Public
Schools. Illustrates the use of chucks in
air spinning and reverse spinning aluminwn
and sheet brass.
Colm'lent :

METAL WORKING

-

Recommended.

Not recommended.

Society for Visual Education. A series of
four filmstrips whose titles are LAYOUT,
CUTTING, FILING AND DRILLING, BEATING OUT

METAL, RAISING AND SURFACE DECORATIONS, and
JOINTING AND FINISHING ART M1'TAL.
Comment: Recomrnended. Quality is good
though only the first applies to general
shop metal working units.
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MAKING AND SHAPING STEEL -

United States Steel, 7 parts - 10 to 15
minutes each, 1946. A series of seven
films of 10 to 15 minutes each of the
various processes of smelting and shaping
steel. Includes rolling flats, bars,
angles, beams, tubes, rails, and other standard
forms.
Comment:

Not recommended.

TENTATIVE PROGRAM BY SUBJECT
MATTER UNITS
This program has been set up by subject matter units according to
the suggested outlines for general shop programs distributed by the
Industrial Arts department of Eastern Illinois State College.
The reader will note that several subject matter areas are not
covered by any particular film or other audio-visual materials.

These

subject matter units are of such a nature that adequate materials have
not been prepared yet to cover the problems within that particular
unit, or the unit itself offers no particular problem to the teacher.
We shall begin with mechanical drawing on a nine week unit basis.

The

subject matter units for mechanical drawing were not included in the
basic outline; however, the beginning course of this type within the
drawing field will usually follow a standard pattern.
Adequate coverage to this unit would be given if the instructor
used the McGraw-Hill series on mechanical drawing and follow up with
the correlated filmstrips.

Other films and filmstrips

m~

be worked

in if he sees fit and they meet his particular needs. Films such as
FREE HAND DRAWINGJ PERSPECTIVE DRAWING, and others listed earlier in
this paper

m~

be included at the first part of the unit. However,

the McGraw-Hill series seems adequate and gives broad coverage to
orthographic projection, sections, auxiliary views, dimensioning, the
three-view drawing, and shop procedure.
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I.

SUBJECT MATTER INFORMATION TOPICS FOR ELECTRICITY AND CORRESPONDING

VISUAL AID MATERIALS
A.

General Nature of Electricity

1. Elements of Electricity:
2.

3•

Elements of Electricity:
Elements of Electricity

Current and EMF
Amperes, Volts and Ohms

B.

Source of CulTent
1. How Magnets Produce Electricity
2. Voltaic Cells, DI7 Cells and Storage Batteries
3 • Primary Cells

c.

Electrical Safety

D.

Circuits and Symbols
le Series and Parallel Circuits
2.

Elements of Electrical Circuits

3. Electrical Circuit Faults
E.

Dry Cell and Storage Batteries
1. Voltaic Cells, Dry Cells and Storage Batteries
2. Primary Cells

F.

Magnets
1. Electromagnets
2. How Magnets Produce Electricity

G. Conductors and Non-Conductors
1. Electric Wir:ing With Aluminum
H.

Bulbs, Sockets and Lighting

1. Stoij7' of Light
I.

Heating by Electricity

J.

Splicing, Soldering and Taping

K. Switches
L. Fuses
M.

Fractional Horsepower Motors

N.

Comm.on Electrical Appliances

o.

Trans.formers
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II.

SUBJECT MATTER INFORMATION TOPICS FOR WOODWORKING AND CORRESPONDING
VISUAL AID MATERIALS

A. :i.a.vout Tools
l. Measuring and Squaring
B. Wood Fasteners
1.

Using Screws and Nails

c.

Holding Tools

D.

Driving Tools
1. Hammers

E. Tooth Cutting Tools
1. Hand Sawing (Young America Films)

F. Edge Cutting Tools
1. Planes (Young America Films)
G.

Boring Tools
1. Boring and Drilling

H. Finishes
l. Wood finishing
III.

SUBJECT MATTER INFOmATION TOPICS FOR METAL WORKING AND CORRF.sPONDING
VISUAL AID MATERIALS

A.

~out Tools
1. Tools and Rules for Precision Measuring
2. Precisacy So

B. Holding Tools
1.

Pliers:

Their Use and Care

2. ABC of Hand Tools

c.

Driving Tools
l. Hammers (Plomb Tools)

D. Tooth Cutting Tools

1. Hand Sawing (Jam Handy)

E. Boring Tools
l. Drilling in Wood,, Metal and Plastics
F. Thread Cutting Tools

G. Metal Fasteners
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H.

I.

Soldering
1. Hand Soldering

other Metal Tools and Machines

1. Spinning (Alcoa)

ORDERING AND OBTAINING AIDS

OBTAINING CATALOGUF.s
The industrial arts instructor either directly or in cooperation
with the audio-visual director may obtain scores of film catalogues
listing literally hundreds of audio-visual aids for the industrial
arts program. With but very few exceptions these catalogues are
f'u.rnished free of charge. Most publishers prefer that they be requested
on school letterhead stationery. One of the most :iJllportant catalogues
that can be acquired by an;:r school systm is ,!!!! Educator's Guide

!2

]!!!. Films. This catalogue is available from the F.ducator• s Progress

Service, in Randolph, Wisconsin at a small purchase price. However,
it will repay the sdlool its initial cost 1l1&lW times by making available
several thousand films and almost as maey- sources. All films are rent
free with the recei v:i.ng school paying oncy retum postage in most cases.
It this catalogue is alreaey available to you as an industrial. arts

teacher may you use it as a source index in order to obtain maey- more
free catalogues. The film listings in this catalogue are trom industrial
concerns, governmental agencies and public service organizations who are
constantly producing new materials. Hence, the industrial arts teacher
should seek the source index for the sources that apply to his area of
work and write these various organizations requesting an up-to-date copy
of their catalogue.

These organizations are glad to service you and

your request will be promptly answered.
P.fil'!TAL FRACTICF.S

The instructor frequently finds that, to obtain the aids that
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are needed to meet a speci:fic problem it is necessary to rent the
material !ran a rental library.

These rental libraries are found

throughout the United States in state universities, many state colleges,
and a grow.ing number of commercial organizations.
The following is the general practice. First, .fran the catalogue
of the respective library the various individual renting practices of
that library as well as the films available w.i.11 be given.

A .film

should be ordered well in advance of the showing date to insure booking,

this may be done on a mimeographed or dittoed form letter.

The request

should be clear and concise, listing the title of the film, the
catalogue number, i f one is available, or the producer's initials if
a catalogue number is not used and the desired and alternate dates for
booking.

The film will be shipped, whenever it is possible, on the

day before the desired booking date in order to al.low the instructor
time to preview the film and prepare his duscu.ssion for its shoWing.
The return date will be given on the shipping order and the film should
not be kept after this date.

The invoice showing rental and handling

charges will be forewarded to you at a later time.
PREVIEfilNG

Almost every producer and rental library in the United States
today will send any film you request on a pt"eview basis. This is done
as a good will measure so that teachers can plan more effectively their
future courses of stu<tr. This is a privilege that should not be abused.
There are, however, no objections to showing these films to faculty or
to other controlled groups such as may occur advanced or upper-class
groups.

It is intended, however, that 'When requesting a film for pre-

viewing it is not to be used for regular instructional purposes.
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CONCLUSION
In our modern school system, the need is greater than ever for a
means of mass communication.

Class sizes are on the increase, and

classroom teachers have more material to present, with no increase of
time in which to present it.
The answer to this need is believed to be the use of audio-visual
materials.

These materials are being produced at a rapid rate, and

cover teaching problems in almost every curriculwn.

One of the big

problems, however, is that teachers are not utilizing these materials

to the degree that was expected.
The reason for this has long been sought, and the only valid
conclusion that can be dra'Wll with reasonable accuracy is that teachers
don't lmow what materials are available, and don't know where or how
to get those they are aware of.

An abundance of these aids exists in many teaching areas.

However,

it is necessary in some cases for the instructor to prepare his own.
This is often very desirable in view of the existing materials and the
general nature of the problem to be illustrated.

It is to be noted,

however, that regardless of the material, whether it be commercially
produced or teacher-made, a certain amount of planning and preparation
must be done for effective utilization.

The best teaching aids available

are valueless unless preceeded and followed by good teaching done by a
good teacher.
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